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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Kerisus 28a) states that where the Torah allows a 
poor man to fulfill his Korban obligation with a less expensive 
Korban, he may nevertheless offer a "rich man's" Korban if he 
wishes to. The Panim Yafos asks why the Torah stated the words: 
,skuhv ,ru, ,tz after describing the Korbanos which a wealthy 
woman must bring after childbirth, before going on to describe 
what sort of Korbanos an indigent woman must bring. Are they 
not both worthy of inclusion in ,skuhv ,ru, ? He answers that the 
Gemara (Menachos 110a) also derives from a ",ru, ,tz" phrase 
that one who studies the laws of a Korban is credited as if he had 
offered the Korban. Thus, if a poor person were to study the laws 
of a Korban, he should study the laws of the rich man's version of 
the Korban and get credit for that. As such, ,skuhv ,ru, ,tz is 
stated after the wealthy woman's Korbanos to indicate that the 
",ru, ,tz" aspect (study) should reflect only the best form of the 
Korban. The Gemara (Kerisus 9b) also derives that a woman 
must offer a bird Korban for each birth in a multiple birth from 
,skuhv ,ru, ,tz. After offering one she is vruvy, and yet remains 
obligated to pay for the rest of the Korbanos.  Once, the price of 
birds rose because of the demand and R' Shimon ben Gamliel 
decreed that women were no longer obligated to pay for more than 
one Korban, even after a multiple birth, causing the price of birds 
to plummet. Rashi justified this measure with reference to the 
Posuk: l,ru, urpv 'vk ,uagk ,g but Tosafos questioned R' 
Shimon's right to do so. The Panim Masbiros suggests in R’ 
Shimon’s defense that since a multiple obligation is derived 
originally from ,skuhv ,ru, ,tz, and that Posuk is focused on the 
rich version of the Korbanos, it should not obligate when the price 
is too high, where all are deemed relatively to be poor. 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
Is it permitted to speak Lashon Hora about a child who is not yet 
old enough to perform mitzvos ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(May one sit at a Simcha with those he suspects will speak Lashon HoRa ?)  
If one has nowhere else to sit at a Simcha other than where he 
suspects Lashon HoRa will be spoken, he must do as follows: If 
Lashon HoRa has already begun there, he may not sit down; If it 
has not yet begun, he may sit as long as he plans to not believe it 
and not be pleased by it and he must put his fingers in his ears if it 
begins; he must leave as soon as the meal ends.   

DIN'S CORNER:  
If one forgot to count Omer one entire day, he must nevertheless 
continue to count, albeit without a brocho. However, since one 
may be thmun another, even if he himself is not chhujn, it may be 
permitted for him, even if he cannot say the brocho for himself, to 
say the brocho for another, who is still counting with a brocho. 
(Har Tzvi j”ut 2:75) A Rav who missed may also continue to 
count with a brocho to avoid vru,k iuhzc. (Shevet HaLevi 3:96) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Mishna (Shevuos 29a) states that if witnesses were asked to 
testify on behalf of someone and they refused, swearing that they 
would not testify, the oath is meaningless, since they have a Torah 
obligation to testify, and they may not escape it by swearing. 
(They nevertheless incur lashes for swearing in vain) This 
includes an oath they might have made earlier not to reveal what 
they know (Shulchan Aruch (s”uh 228:33)) The TaZ explains that 
this is because the “oath” of Har Sinai came first. The Rema (s”uh 
239:7) characterizes this as vumn kyck gcab and even if one swore 
to someone that he would not reveal what was told to him in 
confidence, he must reveal it as testimony if helpful, and does not 
need Hatoras Nedarim to do so (although it is better if a Hatoras 
Nedarim is done for him). A doctor is no exception, despite  his 
Hippocratic Oath and any doctor-patient privilege. The 
presumption is that when such oaths or promises were made, that 
the doctor specifically excluded from his undertaking any 
disclosures that the Halacha would demand, such as where he 
would be required to testify in Beis Din. The Tzitz Eliezer (13:81) 
adds to this an additional presumption, that permits a teaching 
doctor to inform students of the details of a patient’s illness or 
infirmity as they go “on rounds”. Is there not an element of 
embarrassment here as well ? What permits the doctor to point out 
afflictions and allow students to view intimate parts of a patient’s 
body ? The Netziv (Haamek Davar) cites a  Drasha of the Raavad 
on the Posuk: grumnv ,ru, ,tz ruvyv ouhcu tnyv ouhc ,uruvk that a 
Kohen is permitted ,uruvk – to instruct students in the science of 
Negaim by showing them actual people with Negaim that were 
brought to him for examination. However, as indicated by the 
words grumnv ,ru, ,tz this leniency is only available to view a 
Metzora. Otherwise, unless a doctor obtains permission from a 
patient, he may not assume a right to display him to students.     

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
A Kollel Yungerman studying in Eretz Yisroel moved into an apartment 
when he married, that was in an area where the majority of his 
neighbors were Chilonim. As he was full of energy and idealism, he 
decided that he would do some Kiruv work and invited a number of 
them for a get-together in his apartment Shabbos afternoon. During the 
week he davened in a nearby Shul where R’ Uri Zohar also davened. He 
seized the opportunity to speak with R’ Zohar, described his plan and 
asked what R’ Zohar thought he should study with his group that 
Shabbos. R’ Zohar asked what he was studying in Kollel and the 
yungerman said Bava Kamma. “So teach them Bava Kamma” R’ Zohar 
said. The yungerman, in a mindless moment replied “You don’t 
understand the mind of a Chiloni. You have to start with philosophy and 
grab their interest that way !” R’ Zohar smiled at the young man and 
said: “vru,c ihntn tk v,t hbust (Sir, you do not believe in the Torah)  
for if you did, you would understand that Bava Kamma also speaks to 
every Jew”. [Ed. May the current crisis end quickly so that we can once 
again believe that Tefilah B’Tzibur and saying tcr vna tvh with all our 
strength also have the power to protect us] 

P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored by the Sternberg family.    


